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ABSTRACT: A navel ultra-thin radar-absorbing material (RAM) using
metanwterials is presented and the absorption performance is examined.
Due to the high-impedance property of the metamalerials. the thickness
of the RAM is about several tenths of the center wavelength of the absorption band, which is considerably thinner than conventional absorbers. The absorption bandwidth of the RAM is about several hundred
megahertz. ® 2(X)5 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett
47: 228-230, 2(X)5; Published online in Wiley lnterScience (www.
interscience .wiley.com). DOI 10.10021mop.21132
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mctamaterials are a kind of artificial electromagnetic material that
are typically realized by periodic metallization patterns arranged
on dielectric substrates, and have electromagnetic characteristics
which differ from the patterns, such as negative refraction [1, 2],
electromagnetic band gap [3, 4], and high-impedance property [4,
5]. Due to their novel properties, metamaterials have a variety of
applications from microwave to optical frequencies 11-51.
Of all the interesting properties, the high-impedance feature is
of particular interest. As a potential application of the feature, N.
Egheta has described the possibility of having thin absorbing
screens using metamaterial surfaces [6]. D. J. Kern and D. H.
Werner have designed ultra-thin absorbers by using high-impedance frequency-selective surfaces (HZ FSS) [7]. However, the
patterns of HZ FSS designed by them using a genetic algorithm are
rather complex and difficult to engineer.
In this paper, a novel ultra-thin radar-absorbing material
(RAM) using the Sievenpiper high-impedance-ground-plane
(HIGP) is presented. The new-style RAM takes the form of the
Salisbury screen, which is a well-known kind of RAM, and the
ultra-thin design is based on the high-impedance property of the
HIGP.
2. REFLECTION PROPERTY OF THE SALISBURY SCREEN
First described in 1952 [8], the Salisbury screen radar absorber has
been examined by many authors [9, 10]. The simplest Salisburyscreen structure is composed of a thin lossy screen and a lossless
spacer in front of a ground plane, as shown in Figure 1. The
complex permeability µ and permittivity e of the lossy screen are
both assumed to be homogeneous in the X-Y plane and change in
the Z-direction; thus, the normalized magnetic surface impedance
a and electric surface admittance (3 of the lossy screen are defined
as
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where Z„ = µ E
/ is the impedance of a vacuum , Y„ = 1/Z,,,
and A is the depth of the lossy screen. The normalized admittance
of the spacer is Y„ and the depth is d.
In the vacuum (denoted as n _ 2) as well as the spacer
(denoted as n = 1). the electric field is the superposition of the
incident wave and the reflective wave, E. = A,,e-'k^d + B„c✓`^d,
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Figure 1 Salisbury-screen geometry
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Figure 8 OADC radiation pattern evaluated by MoM (solid line) and
aperture method (dashed line)
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where the ± sign refers to the OADH or OADG (OADE or
OADC). The antenna far-field radiation is then obtained by integrating the GO aperture field (aperture method). The aperture stop
is simply specified by 0 s I°FI s IOFI, with the help of Eq. (13).
As the cylindrical aperture has a uniform phase distribution
(according to GO), the far-field peak occurs at 0 = 90°. The
corresponding directivity D. is compared against the maximum
directivity D0,,,x given by Eq. (11) of [3]-of a uniform cylindrical aperture with the same dimensions and radiating the same
feed power. The antenna efficiency is then defined by the ratio
D„/D,,,,,,,, thus accounting for both illumination and spillover
efficiencies. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the antenna efficiencies
obtained for mapping options 1 and 11, respectively, as functions of
V. and RM (still with WA = 10,1, RN = Lk, and za = 0). The
efficiencies were obtained by the aperture method, with the help of
Eqs. (11)-(14) with a = 0.45A and b = 0.9,1. As observed in
those figures, the antenna efficiency strongly depends on V. and its
maximum is obtained by compromising spillover losses (note that
Os decreases as Vs increases, increasing the subreflector spillover)
and the uniform illumination of the aperture. Note that in Figures
5 and 6 the designs with maximum efficiencies correspond to
OADE and OADC configurations, respectively.
From Figures 5 and 6 one can also observe that R. does not
significantly affect the maximum efficiency. however, it does
affect the antenna size. Table 1 compares the antenna volumes
(defined by the cylinder that circumscribes the dual-reflector system) obtained for the designs with maximum efficiency, according
to Figures 5 and 6. As anticipated in section 2, the minimum
volume occurs for RM WA and, consequently, p - 45° for both
mapping options. For (3 < 45° the volume approximately grows
with RM, although V. decreases. For /3 > 45°, the volume grows
faster, as R., drastically increases while RM decreases.
To validate the previous procedure and show its usefulness,
MoM analyses were conducted to evaluate of the radiation patterns
of two representative antennas: an OADE with R,tr = 12A and
V2 = 8A, and an OADC with RM = 11.5A and Vs = 10.5A, as
depicted in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The main-beam characteristics yielded by the aperture method show good agreement with
those of the MoM analyses. The aperture method predicts gains of
11.7 and 12 dl3i for the OADE and OADC, respectively, while the

MoM estimates 11.9 and 11.7 dBi, respectively. The small discrepancies between the different methods (about ±0.3-dB in gain)
is due to the strong electromagnetic coupling between the reflector
surfaces of such compact arrangements.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has considered the classical dual reflector for omnidirectional coverage using geometrical optics (GO) principles to
obtain simple closed-form equations for the geometry design and
for the vector field at the antenna cylindrical aperture. Main-beam
radiation characteristics were estimated by integrating the GO
aperture field (the aperture method). This procedure allows a
parametric study to identify the geometrical and radiation features
of different types of dual-reflector configurations. The OADE and
OADC were chosen for compromising higher efficiencies and
compactness. For these two configurations, the antenna performance yielded by the formulation presented in this work was
compared against MoM analyses, showing good agreement for
antennas with aperture widths WA = 10A or larger.
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